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Flashes

A passing word of encouragement lias so often helped 
others to their feet: nothing is so uplifting to another 
as to make him see how great are his own possibilities.

The personal element, the outpouring of worship, 
is what binds the fellowship of religions. Why not 
give such tokens of honor to the present living children 
of men ?—for each one enshrines a divinity.

Every selfish act, every7 narrow phase of interest, is 
a veil of illusion which closes ouc the real facts of life. 
The gateway of Knowledge is reached by the path of 
sacrifice or devotion, by the way of Bove.

By immediate attention to the impulses that rise in 
us, not blindly following them, but working out the 
ideas born from them, we achieve success. Our 
energies are impelling us into wider fields of action.

While sympathy may be considered a cardinal vir
tue, it is only desirable when it is a means of sure 
help and not only a passing consolation ; since it is so 
essential for people’s progress that they stand on their 
own feet.
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Cheerfulness is always a welcome visitor : and such 
a health-giving one, too. Let the spirit of good cheer 
dive beneath the surface, however, and show itself in 
real active kindness as well as smiles and good words.

« e
Knowledge is not obtained by superficially surveying

certain expressions of life : it is by the process of 
experiment, or touching the chords at the heart of 
things, a penetrating sympathetic union, that one 
really knows.

There is no hurry. There is also no time to waste. 
Quietly economize time; mind your own business 
which however is to some extent interlaced with 

others); do the next thing ; find out what is useless 
and eliminate it.

e ®
Nothing tends more towards giving birth to prac

tical ideas than sheer necessity, though this often 
seems a harsh method. Yes, our trying experiences 
—the obstacles and other problems which face us—are 
educators, and build us up.

The Ideal may be considered as a bodily structure 
behind the present imaged form,—when the time is 
ripe, to appear in its splendor ; even now impulses, 
felt often so strongly, are transmuting the baser 
material into a finer texture.

e 9

This is the age when childish trifling ways must be 
abandoned. Men are now called upon to think and 
act. If thought is of the mere theorizing order, 
instead of being alive with active energy, it is incon
sequent and works no other purpose than perhaps 
being a source of mental distress : ideas are only of 
true value as they are in some way carried into fields 
of expression.
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While Concentration is the basis of success, this is 
not to be confounded with onesidedness. The nature 
of concentration is wholeness ; and while (only for a 
while) there is a special centration on one point, this 
feature is always to be discerned in relation to all.

Idle curiosity is hardly a source of real interest. It 
is the product of habit. As we know it is impossible 
to engage in more than one thing at a time, it is clear 
that the merely curious seeker is losing many oppor
tunities for both instruction and true enjoyment.

o ®
Just what bearing we individually have on life, we 

cannot as yet apprehend. It is certain however that 
each one is exerting a tremendous influence in the 
world; and it is also certain -that the full extent of 
what this influence has been will eventually be known.

Before you condemn another you should be acquaint
ed with all circumstances that led to his action ; and if 
you could see all around, understanding the underlying 
motives and impulses, you could not condemn, for 
you w’ould perceive the meaning and necessity of it 
all.

O 9
It is so veiy important to rid oneself of care and 

worry, that what often seems to be a great price is 
really not too much for such a freedom. What if it 
does mean the relinquishing of possessions or supposed 
privileges? To feel absolved from an ultra-respon
sibility is surely worth all it costs.

Simple as the mighty truths of life are, they cannot 
be disclosed to many of the “learned” ones; who 
have, as it were, certain chambers of their mind closed, 
and for the time being are necessarily shut away 
from many mighty truths. Before our minds can be
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illuminated with true wisdom we must live up to our 
ideals which are always pressing us into fields of 
expression. This is in reality coming in touch with 
the foundation facts (the lower strata) of life ; diving 
beneath surface shams for the common palpitating 
real life.

Changes cause friction, true enough; yet the dis
turbance (which soon passes) is in itself often a 
symtom which precedes an advance. The upward 
moves are what we want: we are here to ascend ; if 
we stay too long in one place a certain inertness is set 
in, and to get rid of this condition sometimes means 
considerable trouble.

If a certain necessary work seems irksome, bravely 
overcome the tendency to forego it, and enter right 
into it. Immediately it will be found that the dis
agreeable features will begin to fade away, until when 
the work is completed, you are not only happy over 
the accomplishment, but you wonder why at first it 
appeared so distasteful.

• ©
The person who leans assumes a servile position for 

the time being; in some way. looking up to another 
as master. This is then not the way to become free , 
though I can quite easily see that such an attitude 
represents a stage in our development. Only let us 
hasten to step upward to higher planes, to be one’s 
own master,—to be free.

It is certainly a difficult task to habituate our 
thoughts to the ideal of a universal selfness, living for 
others as one with self, expanding the conception of 
one’s identity to take in all; yielding up many of those 
narrow clinging ideas of personal “rights.” Yes, it 
is difficult; for we have not come into a complete
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recognition of tlie Infinity of Self. But such a renun
ciation will surely be rewarded; voluntary acts of 
service must be performed first, then the meaning, the 
wisdom of giving out, expanding, is disclosed,—the 
consciousness of mastery becomes ours, which trans
cends all the props of possessions ; only we must first 
make a loving venture of Faith.

® e
You must never forget that there are many other 

channels of Force besides those in your own person
ality : that energies are forever active and working for 
universal results ; and since you are an essential unit 
in the scheme of Existence, all that is required of you 
is to indifferently follow out your ideas as they come, 
and with faith leave the rest.

Is it worth while, those wrinkles and hard lines, 
those gray hairs and cadaverous features, for the sake 
of gold and what gold can buy ? Are the cares and 
worries which usually accompany so-called prosperity 
worth the exchange of a simple life with few wants 
beyond the health and beauty which is ours as we 
become simply natural and free?

O 9

It is impossible to consider the interests of the 
individual without the collective interests of the 
community. Thus social problems are forced on us 
with every recognized personal need. The contagion of 
health is in its nature a universal current. And this 
eternal contact of all life with its projected conscious
ness is the keynote of great happiness.

Men are looking for the seat of power. Some are 
looking outwards, worshiping a self-made ideal god ; 
others think supreme power lies in a tenacious deter
mined will, others in the thoughts (as so many dynamic 
projectiles)—but the power, the energy of life, lies
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deeper than all these conceptions. The tendency in 
many quarters is to over emphasize the power of 
strenuous thinking; when quiet repose and calm, 
almost an absence of thought, has been repeatedly 
proved to be an agency of power. It is by naturally 
making ourselves willing channels of expression, that 
we rise to a degree of mastery : by faithfully thinking, 
feeling, acting, in accord with the ever-widening vision 
of Truth, which comes to each one.

• ©
No one can follow straight on, without deviation, in 

any particular line. And it is well that these offshoots 
take place, for how often do we find our goals dissolve 
away and make room for something greater, better; 
and in branching out we have only gained a wider 
field of experience. Concentration like all else, must 
obey the law of limitation and exception.

It may seem hard to escape from becoming entangled 
in certain affairs, which at the same time reason 
plainly shows us are not based on just principles, but 
it should never be forgotten that the extrication is 
still more difficult, and this must come sooner or later, 
for justice will have her way. We learn this lesson 
from our private affairs, and particularly from such 
national disturbances as so often without necessity 
lead to war with all its endless confusions.

© ©
At this season of the year, the great heart of nature 

beats so joyously ; with serene harmonies, which only 
as we ourselves grow, are we capable of even hearing, 
much less understanding. By dropping aside the 
shells of a sham life, by forsaking the shadow-life of 
selfishness, we first become acquainted with a new 
w’orld around us: we first recognize something of 
what this life contains for us ; and after that we 
understand ;—the end is consciousness, interpretation.
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Every thought and act directly affects one's self: 
hence it is impossible to cheat the law of justice, or 
even retard its action. Often what we think is a 
delay turns out to have been a necessary period of 
preparation. Not that there is any punishment or 
vengeance in nature’s economy : simply a readjust
ment,—this is the meaning of justice.

Religion, especially as represented by ritualistic 
systems, has been a half conscious utterance of the 
heart’s deep longings ; to be replaced or changed for a 
deeper realization which shall find an expression in 
the daily life. For centuries the greatest treasures 
of art were devoted to the service of the church. We 
shall now carry our artistic concepts out into the 
world : we shall give birth to our ideals,

• •
The amusing way people have of referring to cer

tain instincts which they know nothing about, as 
morbid, is only equalled by the same enlightened ones’ 
“scientific” assertions with nothing but figments and 
fanciful notions to rest them on. Thus they will 
speak of certain manifestations of genius as degenerate 
and insane. Anything different to the usual run is to 
be abominated. Still, with all the condemnations 
imaginable heaped high, the impulses of life will 
express themselves, and the strange people whose talk 
and actions are so “eccentric” will give birth to a new 
social order.

By coming in close touch with things, we learn. 
So you find the greatest men to be not necessarily 
well-read or possessing the conventional scholastic 
education. Very often men who have had all these 
advantages have perceived the incompleteness of this 
schooling, and have voluntarily given up all for the 
experience, the life, which teaches as nothing else
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can. It is such a course of training that may not 
only augment the usual instruction, but often advan
tageously replace it: there is, then, no reason for 
regret if one has not had the so-called privileges of a 
university course.

s ®
Do something to brighten the life of those around,— 

the majority who have days and 5 _ars of such dull 
uninteresting routine. Never mind about receiving 
thanks; for very often those who are helped in this 
way have their perceptions too benumbed to at first 
fully appreciate any kindness. Something done for 
another is an added valuable experience for Self ; so 
here alone is a compensation. How much the em
ployers could do in this way ; how much even to their 
advantage this would be, since if the coditions of labor 
were made interesting (as they could be) work would 
receive a welcome attention and magnificent indeed 
would then be the results.

Ignorance of the real value of human life is the 
cause of the various cruelties throughout the world. 
The actual unity of life is not recognized by the aver
age man ; he is alive merely to the instincts of the 
passing hour ; he has no conception even of the nar
row limits of his consciousness ; he strikes at another 
if the other causes him some displeasure, or if he feels 
himself to be in a position of authority acts the part 
of dictator. And yet happiness, the one object of 
existence, comes as we recognize the Equality under
lying all human life,— and with that deep recognition 
which impels to action.



The Inner Self

The composite nature of man has been a subject 
which has engaged the minds of thinkers in all ages. 
A dim recognition of an entity within man’s being, in 
a sense distinct from the personality of flesh and blood, 
is the theme of numerous writings. We find many 
various titles given to this conception of an invisible 
being acting behind the veil of matter ; among which 
are : genius, angel, spirit, soul, subjective mind. 
The office of this inner or higher being is understood 
to be that of guide and counsellor.

That such a conception of a second nature which 
has the element of a determined distinction should be 
so widespread and existing in all times, it would seem 
must have a foundation of truth. And it means so 
much for us, giving a plain interpretation on certain 
problems of life.

It means that man can never be alone ; the dual na
ture which he bears within him gives him a compan
ionship which once realized gives a continuous sense 
of security.

This inner being is his real Self; while the form 
reflected in the mirror is an image thrown upon the 
canvas of Existence and is in a sense the shadow of 
the real entity as yet behind the scene of vision.

It is the mistake of many scientists that their re
search is confined to the mere dissecting and external 
investigation of phenomena. Their deductions are 
the result of the most superficial experiment ; they 
ignore the inner side of life ; and because of their one
sided view, their conclusions are incorrect. And how 
shall the inner side of life be explored ? Necessarily 
by an entire inversion of the methods of the “schools.” 
Not by curious seeking, or hard plodding thinking ;
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but by giving up, by the mastery of indifference, by 
not thinking so much as feeling.

Yes, it is by coming in a conscious touch with the 
inner life that we can alone understand it. Designa
tions are all very well for external things, but the 
inner life transcends the nature of Design, for It is 
the Designer ; it therefore cannot be limited by the 
imposition of any ordinary name. It is to be felt 
rather than defined; in this way is interpretation to 
come about.

And it is by such a complete interpretation that we 
are to become masters of conditions.

This inner ego is not bound by the laws of time and 
space. We are so apt in our early days of conscious
ness to consider anything not having the properties of 
limitation to be unreal. The whole nature of exter
nal existence is transitory and ephemeral, and to seek 
for any abiding contentment in such a realm is only 
to court disappointment. It is by passing,*  letting 
things go, giving up, that we maintain happiness, 
since this attitude leaves the ego free to move, free 
to breathe.

The inner self is never afraid. Fears, perplexities, 
doubts, ait phantoms of an liour, mere shadows nat
ural to the growth of consciousness. And since the 
inner Self is not bound by7 limitations, since it is 
infinite in its nature, it is evident that it cannot be 
confined or imprisoned in the body ; it is universal, all- 
inclusive, embraces every form of existence.

There is thus an eternal identity of relationship 
between all. The real Self of one is tn 2 Self of all. 
This is the omnipresent God, the Life, the Centre 
of all.

Therefore when a man says “I” he means far more 
than he is at first conscious of. He is making a state
ment for the whole Universe. Though there appears 
to be something contradictory7 in the idea of the “uni-
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versai” being within the "personal”, a moment’s 
thought will show this to bave a rational basis. It is 
within and without the personal because it is infinite, 
transcending the laws of space and time. A merely 
superficial thought will declare that there can be noth
ing beyond, thé dominion of time and space. But 
these latter conditions are in one sense subjective 
illusions : in an absolute sense there is no time or 
space. What we have called tinie is a succession of 
shadows, and space is the sense of apartness ; when 
everything is really united, distance being but a phe
nomenal separation or detachment, only related to 
shadows or reflections ; and yet withal necessary for 
life’s expression.

Then, our real life is in a sense hidden, and the 
appearances are more or less delusory. How often 
have we had experiences which have presented a 
romantic element of the miraculous. What some 
have called an "inner voice” has whispered words of 
suggestion to us which have carried us over difficulties : 
we have with trustful faith, made some move which 
others have declared to be mistaken, but which we 
have subsequently found to have been wise. Our 
intuition has informed us of something not cognizable 
to the ordinary senses : what is this but a direct 
message from the hidden Self ?

And shall this Self be forever hidden ? Shall we be 
always bound in an existence which means so much 
discontent, so little scope for expression ?

That this cannot be so, is declared by every analogy 
of life. There must come a release of the great pent- 
up energies : the satisfying all-inclusive recognition..

As this extension of realization, this deep truly 
profound knowledge, is not something to be gazed at, 
but to be a permeation of one's whole life ; the neces
sary schooling must come through action,—our action, 
to-day.
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Now, action is a condition of life, not implying the 
stress of laborious work ; repose is a complement of 
action. Action is simply life ; as distinguished from 
mere thinking. And the Action that is to be our 
emancipation is that which is prompted by love and 
kindness. It means in short living for others. This 
has no reference to meddlesomeness ; neither does it 
include any sacrifice of one’s necessary personal inter
ests. It is the extension of interest outside the old 
narrow range.

Such a widening of our life, first dictated by the 
simple feeling of good-fellowship, brotherhood, love, 
begins immediately to loosen the wrappings of the 
long-drawn-tight veil of separation, until at last when 
the individual life is fully prepared, the shroud of 
matter is completely unveiled. Then the throne of 
mastery is reached.

How very simple ! By losing, letting go, expanding 
one’s life, we gain all. What an exchange !

Such things as study, book-learning, intellectuality, 
culture, wealth, are nothing beside one little act of 
true kindness. The little act of kindness opens the 
doors of the universe. A wonderful seed-germ in 
such an act, and grows to a rich field of blossoms.

The act of true kindness springs from a soul freed 
from narrowness and condemnation, or at least from 
one who is waiting for the liberation from this sense 
of evil. The kind action, indeed, liberates the mind 
from the thought or recognition of evil, and opens it 
to the recognition of the eternal goodness of every 
atom, every condition.
. It is by the simple process of living day by day the 
life of love, the life of freedom, the life of non
condemnation, that we reach our destined goal of the 
glorious beatific Vision or Consciousness of Self.



A Revelation
by Hugh 0. Pentecost

What time I was Willing to hear, God said, “Listen 
to thyself and thou shalt hear my voice and what I 
would say to thee and through thee.’’ Then listened 
land gave heed, and God said, “Why seekest thou 
me ? Find thyself and thou hast found me. Know 
thyself and thou knowest me. I am thyself. Thou 
art not all of me, though I am all of thee. I 
am all that is thee, and all that is not thee. I am 
All. I am the personal and the impersonal, the unit 
and the universal. I am matter and spirit; different 
manifestations of one substance. I am the reality and 
the form. My essence thou canst not know. Forms 
thou mayest know. Myself I myself comprehend not, 
else thou couldest comprehend me, for I am th^elf. 
As thou knowest not what thou thyself art, so I 
kuow not myself, for I am thee and thou art me.’’

And God said, “Seest thou the brown earth? I 
am the brown earth. What the brown earth does I 
do.’’ And I said, “Yea, I see thou art the brown 
earth.”

Aud God said, “Seest thou the flowing water, the 
still water, the ascending and falling water ? I am 
the water, and what the water does I do.” And I 
said, “Yea, I see thou art the dew, the mist, the rain, 
and the sea.”

And God said, “Seest thou the winged, the footed, 
the creeping, the crawling creature? I am these, and 
what they do I do.” And I said, “Yea, I see thou art 
the bird, the beast, the insect, the reptile.”

And God said, “Seest thou the grass of the meadow, 
the flower of the field, the shrub, the tree? Iam
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these, and what they do I do.” And I said, “Yea, I 
see thou art these.”

And God said, “Seest thou the veil of day and the 
open night? Iam these, and what they do I do.” 
And I said, “Yea, I see thou art the noisy day and the 
silent night.”

And God said, “Seest thou the brown man, the 
black man, the yellow man, the white man? I am 
these, and what they do I do.” And I said, “Yea, I 
see thou art all men.”

And God said, “Seest thou the kind and busy man, 
the tyrant, warrior, criminal, mean man, hypocrite ; 
the gentle mother and the night-prowling woman ? I 
am these, and what they do I do.” And I said, 
“Yea, I see thou art every manner of person.”

And God said, “Blessed art thou, who seest God in 
all, and knowest that God is all and all is God.”

And God said, “Seest thou light and darkness, 
heat and cold, health and disease, life and death? 
I am these, and what they do I do.” And I said, 
“Yea, I see that thou art sameness and dissimilarity.”

And God said, “Seest thou peace and war, zephyrs 
and hurricanes, steadiness and earth-quakings, showers 
and floods, constructings and disruptings, happiness 
and misery, love and hate, joy and grief, harmony 
and discord, certaintiesand casualties? Iam these, 
and what they do I do.” And I said, “Yea, I see 
that thou art this and the other.”

And God said, “Seest thou that all is one?” And 
I said, “Yea, I see that all is one.”

And God said, “Seest thou that all is good?” 
And I said, “Yea, I see that all things work together 
for good.”

And God said, “Seest thou that all energy is one?” 
And I said, “Yea, I see but one Power.”

And God said, “Seest thou that each thing is in
telligent in itself, after its kind ; that the brown earth
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is intelligent after its kind, even as the great man 
after his kind?” And I said, ‘‘Yea, I see that even 
the clod is wise.”

And God said, “Seest thou that all energy is the 
energy of attraction ?” And I said, ‘‘Yea, I see that 
all is Love.”

And God said, ‘‘Happy are ye ! To know this is 
the beginning of wisdom.”

And God said, ‘‘Seest thou that everything is in its 
place?” And I said, “Yea, I see that I, too, am in 
my place.”

And God said, “Happy are ye.”

—t—
THE MESSAGE OF THE PAST

We are returning to old styles and ideals of life 
and art.

The past is not dead : we are embodiments of the 
past, and our awakening consciousness is now holding 
up the wonderful ideals of the past, now glorified 
with the crown of interpretation.

The body of man is an index and epitome of nature’s 
myriad experiences, and every periodical return to old 
ideals means a partial interpretation of them ; it is 
interpretation which the soul seeks : this is the Knowl
edge that is power.

So in the Fine Arts we point to the great masters of 
the past, now’ in a measure understanding the motives 
underlying their work : and with this gradually deep
ening understanding, we shall surely extend the old 
art concepts out into the world of action, and not be 
merely content with imaged portrayals : we shall be 
impelled by the recognition of the deep meaning of art 
to create a world, a life, of harmony and beauty.



LISZT’S SECOND RHAPSODY.

Opening solemn majestic, expressing the awaken
ing deep impulses.

Then breaking forth into a song of real love, with 
interlaced rippling inflections,—wavelets, billows, gen
tle pulsatings, throbbings,—waves waves of energy.

And then the laughter with the sunshine, the 
dancing of delight ; and the rising rising rising.

Afterwards, still closer union with its interpre
tations, its pleadings for still deeper consciousness, 
and the ever-recurring variations and gentle gushings.

Traveling marching on to greater heights, some
times with leaps impetuous, then again with steady 
ascending gait.

By degrees grasping with at first a vociferous 
consciousness of possession, the heart-strings of life. 
And always the ever-recurring variations and gentle 
gushings.

Now carried by the four winds of heaven even 
from the depths, scaling scaling round upon round 
into the heights of celestials :

Now indeed the grasp of all, no more bondage, 
no more weakness, no more fears :

The wrappings of every dark shadow torn aside 
and consumed :

And yet still a hold on the sweet variations,— 
but now understood.

The understanding, the interpretation, gives birth 
to peals and shouts of joyous triumph, alternated 
with gracious glances of full recognition.

Then the sense of peace calmness profound ; and 
the finale of thanks and blessedness,—of triumph and 
infinite dominion.



Liberation

The Church as a system has lost its grip on the 
people ; this liberation has been the direct outcome of 
a few daring reformers, whose earnest impulses forced 
them into the arena, and with the sharp weapons of 
stirring words aroused their fellows to thought and 
action.

This religious reform is only a beginning. With the 
mind freed from superstitious folly, our thoughts 
have taken wings, and we have made journeys into all 
fields of action. We have fearlessly questioned and 
judged the many systems and schemes of existence 
which the world presents,—natural and artificial, old 
and new, conventional and commonplace,—and our 
search into the meanings of things lias been responded 
to with a measure of interpretation.

The unrest, discontent, successive failures,—the 
whole phenomena of a narrow ignorance, is something 
not to be any longer set aside. The problems of life 
glare at us too strongly and cannot be faced by a 
mere idle sentiment. Our platitudes and pretty ideals 
nieJt away like so many bubbles before the fiery touch 
of Necessity. We must now be more ; we must now 
translate our very highest ideals into action, into our 
daily life.

The Church has had its day ; and with few ex
ceptions numbers only that class of as yet unintelligent 
people who walk in the steps of their fathers—the 
lagging unprogressive class.

But with many, who have renounced the old super
stitions, their prejudices still enchain them, and if they 
have broken some fetters, they have yet bound 
themselves afresh in some way.

Only just now is a spirit of true liberality beginning
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to show itself in the world, and this with still many 
limitations. There is a certain unwillingness to 
thoroughly investigate life ; idle curious superficial 
research disports itself under the banner of Science.

The eternal nature of Life makes it imperative that 
we remodel our actions. We are restless, because 
there is no proper scope for expression. We feel a 
thousand vague promptings and impulses ; and they 
continue to be vague, undefined, because we fail to 
give them birth. The crude embryonic stage of any
thing only changes, reaching a condition of perfection, 
as it is ushered into a new atmosphere. The fruition 
of a plant carries it at once into a new kingdom. The 
end is but a beginning, death is a birth,—always open
ing opening by the magic wand of Expression.

So we need to venture into unknown realms,—at 
first feeling our way ; consciousness is the apex and 
not the base of existence.

And what does this mean, but a casting aside of 
precedent, an exchange of long cherished theories for 
the living action,—the close touch of life itself?

Liberality finds expression first in acts of generosity, 
often unreasoning kindness, simple childlike deeds of 
love.

But in due time it is seen that those actions have 
been as seeds sown which unfold by degrees into a 
wonderful foliage. It is by acts of love that our con
sciousness is unfolaed,—the illusions of material dense
ness vanishing away, and the ecstasy of universal 
union completed with us.

Ah, we are in a world of mysteries, the sun shining 
every day, the moon and stars at night, the great 
earth spreading forth its vegetation, the animal and 
human kingdoms of life palpitating with mystic utter
ance ; we know so little about it,—until we have 
completely renounced our lives at the throne of Love.

Then what do we find? We find our being has
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expanded ; we attach a new meaning to Self. The 
daily experiences, one by one pass before us, a pan
orama of events ; instead of over our heads like an 
avalanche crushing us. We yield , we do not drag so 
much. We give up : glad to be purged of all accum
ulations ; glad to be free; O, glad to breathe !

It is by the working leaven in the hearts of men, 
that social problems are to be solved. The principle 
of liberality, of love, of freedom, is awakening in the 
hearts of men. Here, see the means of race redemp
tion. All your schemes of social adjustment are very 
well as far as they go, but they do not go very far. 
They are surface measures, many of which you will 
find will last but a day.

For the consciousness of man is surely expanding. 
Materials are losing their hold on him ; and with the 
broadening of his mind, he finds his necessities be
coming fewer. Yes, just at the time he perceives the 
long-sought-for treasures within his reach, he does not 
even put out his hand to possess them. Does this 
seem like the irony of fate? Is there no treasure 
that will once for all quell the discontent of men’s 
hearts ?

There is one treasure : the treasure of Love. Now, 
Love means something far more than has been popular
ly understood. It is itself the union that encompasses 
all. Man reaches the goal of supreme satisfaction by 
his submersion into the infinite ocean of life ; by 
breaking down all doors of little prejudices and cus
toms : by being always open, a channel for the currents 
of Life to pass through.

The Individual is thus extended, magnified. There 
is no loss, only the shell of separation broken up. 
Such an emancipation ! To be in conscious touch 
with all ! To be freed from the old selfish ways, 
which have narrowed us so much that we had forgot-
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ten our celestial parentage ! Yes, this is indeed a true 
emancipation.

As the Individual’s interests are so naturally one 
with all, it is evident that while a degree of freedom 
can be possessed by one alone, there must necessarily 
be considerable external limitation until the great mass 
of human life is raised likewise.

And the signs of a great rising are imminent. 
Though the strong new waves of energy are carrying 
many for a while off their feet, these arousing forces 
have created a new’ life in man. This new’ life; what 
is it, but the infant child, Love, man’s own real life 
awakening, his own true self at last emerging from 
behind the shams, the garments of separativeness?

Yes, Love, Love, this is It, w’hich is to create a new 
truly democratic social order, an order for daily’ action ; 
and this is the new Life that must and shall displace 
the old one. This is the Life that shall bring health 
and harmony to the nation, to the world.

“Edward Burton,’’ by Henry Wood. This is a 
novel on idealistic lines. The story is an interesting 
one, and forms the framework for metaphysical in
struction ; thus the book is at once a source of enter
tainment and instruction. Its literary style, like all 
Mr. Wood’s books, is of the highest order.

Eighth edition. Cloth, 299 pages, $1.25. In paper 
covers, 50 cents. Lee & Sheppard, Publishers, Boston,

“The Political Economy of Humanism,” by Henry 
Wood. This w’ork show’s considerable research into 
economic questions, and is altogether a scholarly and 
suggestive treatise. It possesses the charm of interest, 
w’hich can be said of few similar books. Cloth $1.25, 
or in paper 50 cents. Lee & Sheppard, Boston.



The New Thought Movement

The movement which has now become widely known 
as the “New Thought’’ movement, has reached a 
period when it must change its entire attitude. The 
Christian Science sect which many would consider as 
the parent of the Mental Science school of thought, 
has been found wanting in that breadth of free thought 
which alone gives stability to any set of theories ; and 
a similar failing is being felt even in the broader so- 
called New Thought or Mental Science movements.

The tendency to organization in some quarters, is 
held to be a cause of mental bondage , and I think 
this view is held with a certain degree of justice. 
Though the spirit of organization may be needed as a 
base for great operations,—when there is any form of 
dictation or any mental fetters it is evident that such 
a state of affairs can only retard progress.

The position of leader belongs to some people, nat
urally. Unfortunatly, however, these natural leaders 
inflated with what they consider their authority, often 
become rulers : for there is always a certain cla; s who 
are looking for someone to worship and obey.

With the intellectual few, the period of any such 
dominating must be short, and among the more ad
vanced thinkers it never reaches an actual existence, 
though its incipiency is marked in embryo form,—but 
it is nipped in the bud.

One can do more for oneself in the matter of ed
ucation or healing than all outside sources can give ; 
which is not denying the value of the latter. But I 
have more faith in such things as self-reliance, repose, 
fresh air, temperate diet, reasonable exercise, than all 
the instruction and treatments in the world. And the 
love of a friend expressed in acts of kindness, is of
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more value than thought concentration. Such love 
comes to us as we give out our love.

Concentration of thought is all right, properly un
derstood. It means quiet attention, reposeful action, 
for thought is not worth much if divorced from action.

Holding certain thoughts over-tenaciously has a 
tendency towards worry and care : it is better to let 
go,—this is the attitude of faith. Know when to stop 
thinking.

In non-action, a receptivity for Nature’s abundant 
gifts, as well as calm deliberate action in obedience to 
the call of Necessity, is found joy and health serene.

THE LIFE BOOKLETS
BY

Ralph Waldo Trine

“Character Building Thought Power.” In con
vincing language, this booklet deals with the power of 
habit; and gives some valuable suggestions on • the 
science of thinking.

“Every Living Creature.” Principally on the sub
ject of love and sympathy which man should show 
towards the animal world.

“The Greatest Thing Ever Known.” The Oneness 
of all Life and its deep significance is the theme of 
this booklet.

The above ihree booklets are gotten up in beautiful 
style. Mr. Trine’s works are always admired for their 
clear-cut suggestiveness; and they possess exceptional 
literary merit. $i .00 the complete set.

Tlios. Y. Crowell & Co., New York and Boston.
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ADVANCED THOUGHT 
CONFERENCE

A conference on the lines of New Thought, etc., 
is to be held at Niagara-on che-Lake, during July and 
August, 1901.

Full particulars concerning the work of the confer
ence will be printed in the June “Higher Law.” 
(This is published at 272 Congress St., Boston.)

Among the names on the Advisory Board, are 
Edward Everett Pray, Ralph Waldo Trine, Rev. Dr. 
Hepwortli, Horatio W. Dresser.

For details of lecture program address the secretary 
Frederick Reed, Overbrook, Wellesley, Mass.

“Edward Carpenter : Poet and Prophet,” by Ernest 
Crosby. This little sketch on Carpenter and his 
writings will be welcomed by students of “Towards 
Democracy.” Mr. Crosby has in a very interesting 
masterly way, given us some light on the work of 
England’s great poet,—the man who has interpreted 
Nature in language vibrating, palpitating, with his 
own life-experience. Price 15 cents. Published by 
The Conservator, 200 S. Tenth St., Philadelphia.

----- 0-----
“Studies in the Thought World,” by Henry Wood. 

A series of very powerful essays on Idealism: also 
giving some practical detailed directions for the attain
ment of health and mastery. Cloth, $1.25.

Lee and Shepard, Boston, Mass.
----- o-----

“One of the Blue Hen’s Chickens,” by Virginia D. 
Young. A most interesting story by a well known 
writer. It is a mental science novel, and contains 
many helpful practical thoughts: at the same time it 
is captivating, and in places—thrilling . Price 50c.

Chas. W. Close, Bangor, Maine.
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VRILIA HIGHTS
Summer School of Metaphysics

Vrilia Hights is on the North Shore of Geneva 
Lake, Walworth Co., Wis., and is reached by the 
Chicago & North Western Ry.

This school combines recreation with instruction. 
Held in one of America’s myriad delightful “uncivil
ized” spots, the location alone has a tendency to make 
the mind a receptive channel to Nature’s deep truths.

The camp opens June ist., and closes about Novem
ber ist.

Besides the the ordinary daily services there will be 
a conference in August, and mauy well known lectur
ers and teachers will attend.

For further particulars address, Alice B. Stockham 
M. D. 56 Fifth Ave., Chicago.

“Cultivation of Personal Magnetism,” by Leroy 
Berrier. A remarkable book, which has had an 
extensive sale. Its author was brought before the 
public’s attention through a former work which re
sulted in his imprisonment. This later work deals 
with the whole spiritual and physical nature of man, 
and is altogether a valuable book for the attainment 
of mental and bodily perfection. Price $1.00. Order 
of F. W. Buriy 799 Euclid Ave., Toronto, Canada.

“Fate Mastered—Destiny Fulfilled,” ly W. J. 
Colville. This little volume is full of encouragement 
for the man who would overcome all things, and be a 
master. Beautifully bound. Price 35c.

Thos. Y. Crowell & Co., 426 and 42S West Broad
way, New York.



More Periodicals

America has given birth to a large number of peri
odicals which ma}' be said to specially represent the 
the New Thought movement ; I have noticed a num
ber of these in this Journal before. But the awaken
ing of the mind of man from the long sleep of super
stition is producing a permeation of advanced Thought 
in the ranks of the daily and weekty newspapers.

Among the cleverest of these Journals is the Bobcay- 
geon Independent, published at Bobcaygeon, Ontario, 
Canada, at $1.00 a year. The editorials by Mr. 
Stewart are gems of brilliancy and depth, and the 
whole paper is a composite of good things that makes 
it welcome everywhere.

The Needham Hustler, of Needham, Indiana, is one 
of the superior class of newspapers that is boldly 
launched to not only give the news, but items that 
wili Interest and uplift man to higher planes.

“Mental Science,’’ Mr. Del Mar’s beautiful little 
magazine is being well received. It is one of the new 
monthlies, and is a work of the printers art, worthy 
of the wisdom contained in its pages. $1.00 a year. 
Eugene Del Mar, 27 William St., New York City.

And I have just received another new Journal ; 
this one is from Pittsburg. It is called The New 
Thought,—a better title could hardly have been 
chosen. This is a particularly bright paper, possess
ing literary merit and a strong philosophy. 50 cents 
a year. A Virginia Sheppard, 715 Gearing Ave., 
Pittsburg, Pa.
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“The Psychic Digest and Occult Review of Re
views,’’ is doing a good work in a very able manner, 
epitomizing the best things in the current periodicals 
of New Thought.

“Thought’’is the suggestive title of a magazine 
published in California. Its pages are filled with 
thought; and they possess the charm of interest too. 
50 cents a year. Thought Publishing Co., 1709 Encinal 
Ave., Alameda, Cal.

And so I might go on, but I can only mention a 
few of the good Journals each month. It is well to 
keep in touch with a number of the best periodicals. 
Send stamps for sample copies, and then subscribe 
for your choice.

Many will not look at a paper if on occasion some
thing appears that is different to their opinions. How 
much better it is to look at the thing squarely, and 
absorb what is to one’s tastes and leave the rest.

-----------------------

I would call the attention of my readers to Mrs. 
Bosworth’s advertisement. Concentration is surely 
the road to success in piano playing.

PERPETUAL YOUTH
By Eleanor Kirk

Bound in Cloth - - - Price $1.00

This volume promulgates and proves a new doc
trine, viz: the right and ability of every human 
being to retain the freshness and vitality of youth 

696 GREENE AVE., BROOKLYN, N. Y.
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Mrs. Helen Pearce
TEACHER AND PRACTITIONER 

of Divine and Mental Science, which is the Practical 
Application of Spiritual and Mental Growth, and also 
the true basis of Genuine Progress. Particulars as to 
treatment or lessons will be furnished on application.

Thought vibration carried to any distance. Pro
ducing Health, Harmony, Happiness and Success in 
all undertakings.

1816 Jefferson Place, 
N. W. Washington, D. C.

Office hours, 9 a. m. to 1 p. m.

MEMORY Holo developed.
Results Sure

- ■■ ENTIRELY. NEW - -

10 cents silver and Stamp. ANNIE IMMER. D. M.
Madison, Ind.

SELF-HYPNOTIC I made a late discovery 
wpai imp t lat enaoles all to induce the 

ING hypnotic sleep in themselves 
instantly, awaken at any desired time and thereby 
cure all known diseases and bad habits. Control your 
dreams, read the minds of friends and enemies, visit 
any part of the earth, solve hard problems in this 
sleep and remember all when awake. This Psychic 
or so-called Mental Vision Lesson will be sent for 10c. 
silver and 2 two-cent stamps to pay postage, actually 
enabling you to do the above without further charge.

PROF. R. E. DUTTON, Ph. D.
McCook, Nebr., U.S.A.Dept. F. A.



Twelve Essays
by Frederic W. Burry

The second edition of my TWELVE ES
SAYS is now ready.

They are printed and bound in the most 
artistic style ; with a photo engraving of my
self, on heavy coated paper. All the work 
was done by ourselves, and we have spared 
no pains in making these little books works 
of art.

The TWELVE ESSAYS are bound in Two 
Volumes.

The first volume contains :
1. Idealism.
2. The Heart of the Universe
3. A New World.
4. The Birth of. Consciousness.
5. The Crystal Soul.
6. The Determined Will.

The second volume contains :
7. Our Immortal Future.
8. The Temple of Delights.
9. The Great Conquest,

10. Beauty, The Image of Harmony.
11. The Maturation of Thought.
12. The Centre.



by Frederic W. Burry

Each Essay is complete in itself; and the 
two books comprise a series of writings that 
are filled with suggestions,—

interesting, thrilling, vitalizing.
This is the second edition. The first edi

tion sold in a few months ; and word came 
from all over of the great benefit to mind 
and bodj7 derived through these Essays. They 
have certainly been a source of life and 
health to many.

Brimful of Enthusiasm.
Alive with Ideas from cover to cover.
AROUSING! - - ILLUMINATING!

ENCOURAGING!

Price 50 CENTS FOR THE TWO VOLUMES

SPECIAL OFFER
These two books will be 
sent FREE with every 
yearly subscription to this 
Journal (renewals or new 
subscriptions); all for ONE 
DOLLAR.

Address F. W. BURRY, 799 Euclid Ave.
Toronto, Canada.
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CONCENTRATION
. . . and Piano Technique . . .

Concentration is the key to rapid progress in 
piano playing. I am now giving practical les
sons in systematic concentration for the training of 
the playing muscles to a proper condition and ac
tion ; as well as thorough instruction in the correct 
position of hand, arm, and the entire body. A 
knowledge of all these combined with nerve con
trol is the foundation of artistic piano playing. 
Most useful in Kindergarten Work.

Address, MRS. M. AUGUSTA BOSWORTH,
259 West 116th. St., New York City, N. Y.

Reasonable accomodations for country students wish
ing to come to New York.

I THE INTERPRETER

I Single numbers 10c.Single numbers 10c.
Subscription $1.00

1021 MASONIC TEMPLE, 
CHICAGO, ILL.

----------------------- ----- -
Issued Monthly I 
in the Divine I
year. I

REV. GEORGE CHAINEY, 
EDITOR.

Subscribe for The Independent Thinker
And read the revised reports of Mr. Henry 
Frank’s unparalleled discourses.
§i,oo a year, io cents a copy

Address, Independent Literature Association, 
30-32 West 27th St., New York City

When answering ads, mention Fred Burry’s Journal.
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SEND DATE and hour of birth to ASTROL
OGER BEARSE, editor (astrological journal), 
172 Washington St., for free sample copy, con
taining general forecast, fortunate days, &c.

TRY THE BEST ...
Healing By Divine Science

MRS. HENRIETTA GARRISON
Will heal ai a distance and give personal 
letters of Instruction.

Circulars and Terms on application.
Address, Mrs. Henrietta. Garrison

Arlington Hotel,
Atlanta, Ga.

N. B. Trial Treatments for one month for Health and 
Success, $1.00.

WON’T YOU?
|| Let us tell you about |||

Psychic Club
of Chicago, a private order of 
cultured men and women inves
tigating the JVetv ^Thought. 
Send your name and address 
for our book toSydneyFlower.Secy.

"She Psychic Club, 
The Auditorium Chicago.
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A monthly magazine. Per year in the United 
States and Canada $1.00. In other countries in the 
postal union $1.25 per year; single copies 10 cents.

Special Offer to new subscribers only •. For 25c. 
silver, or for 30 one cent stamps, I will send THE 
FREE MAN three months together with a copy each 
of my 10 cent pamphlets, BUSINESS SUCCESS 
THROUGH MENTAL ATTRACTION ; and SEX
UAL LAW AND THE PHILOSOPHY OF PER
FECT HEALTH, which contains eight chapters of 
practical information for all who are in search of 
health and a practical knowledge of how it is to be 
attained and retained.

Ciias. W. Close, F. B. J., Publisher,
124 Birch St., Bangor, Maine.

The Radiant Centre
Editor, KATE ATKINSON BOEHME.

A new monthly journal of Advanced Thought, 
whose central purpose is to prove that man possesses 
a divine and radiant centre of light and happiness, 
and point the way to its discovery.

Price $1.00 a year. Foreign subscriptions 5 shill
ings. Send for sample copy.

The Attainment of Happiness
SEVEN ESSAYS by Kate Atkinson Boelinie. 

Price. $1.00. Address 2016 O St., N. W. Washington, 
D. C.



ADVERTISE . . . 
in this JOURNAL

$1.00 An Inch
$5.00 A Page ...

A Profitable Investment
If you would do a good business, you 

must advertise. Small ads are all right; 
but for large results, there is no doubt that 
a whole page advert is the thing.

There is more business done in these days 
through the mail than in any other way. 
You will have a good share of this business 
if you will only bring yourself before the 
public’s attention.

This Journal goes before a reading, a think
ing, class of people.

Your ads are made bold and striking with 
our new type and the compact form of 
the pages.

People always preserve a magazine like 
this, which is an immense advantage to 
advertisers.

This Journal now goes all over the worlds 
and is growing rapidly in every way.

Address, F. W. BURRY,
799 EUCLID AVE., - '

TORONTO, CANADA.



This is a new and unique book by Elizabeth 
Towne, editor of NAUTILUS. It explains man’s 
relation to the sun, and shows how the Solar Plexus 
is to the human body exactly what the visible sun is 
to the Solar System. It gives original instructions in 
regard to breathing ; also clear, concise and practical 
directions for developing self, controlling the emotions 
and thoughts and directing the energies for the re
moval of all inharmonious conditions.

The first edition of the book was very quickly ex
hausted, and a new edition has just been issued which 
contains much additional matter. It is selling very 
rapidly. A large number of copies have been sold 
through the personal recommendation of Rev. S. C. 
Greathead, Clifford, Mich., head of the Brotherhood 
of Zoists. Here are a few of the good things which 
have been said of the book :

Franz Hartmann, M. D., the celebrated German 
Metaphysician, writes of this work : “I was so much 
pleased with its contents that I regard it worth more 
than a whole library of books on occultism and meta
physics. I should wish very much to obtain a copy of 
it and to have it translated into German.

Dr. Leroy Berrier, author of “Cultivation of Per
sonal Magnetism” and numerous other works, says of 
this book : “I like it. I do not think I ever read an 
equal number of pages that were destined to do more 
good.”

Geo. W. Reading, Croydon Villa, Ramsgate, Eng., 
writes : “Your books have sold off like winking, and 
orders are still coming in. I have been quite sur
prised.”

PRICE 25 CENTS

Address. WILLIAM E. TOWNE,
Dept. 5, Holyoke, Mass.


